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IntroductionIntroduction

MethodMethod
♦♦ Accuracy Optimization of Geodetic GPS NetworksAccuracy Optimization of Geodetic GPS NetworksOptimal design of geodetic GPS networks with respect to accuracyOptimal design of geodetic GPS networks with respect to accuracy

and reliability criteria is an essential part of most geodesy reand reliability criteria is an essential part of most geodesy related lated 
projects. Whether the datum and point locations of a network wasprojects. Whether the datum and point locations of a network was
known, the process of determining the optimal baseline configuraknown, the process of determining the optimal baseline configuration tion 
and their optimal weights with respect to the selected design crand their optimal weights with respect to the selected design criteria iteria 
can be achieved by optimizing observational plan using Second Orcan be achieved by optimizing observational plan using Second Order der 
Design (SOD). The scalar design criteria can only satisfy to theDesign (SOD). The scalar design criteria can only satisfy to the limited limited 
demands for a network. Thus, criterion matrices, which can be dedemands for a network. Thus, criterion matrices, which can be defined fined 
as the computed varianceas the computed variance--covariance matrix in designing stage that covariance matrix in designing stage that 
meet many of the accuracy demands, is mostly used. meet many of the accuracy demands, is mostly used. 

In this study, observational plan optimization of GPS networks wIn this study, observational plan optimization of GPS networks with ith 
respect to the accuracy and reliability criteria was aimed to carespect to the accuracy and reliability criteria was aimed to carry out. rry out. 
TaylorTaylor--Karman structured criterion matrix was constituted. Direct Karman structured criterion matrix was constituted. Direct 
approximation of the inverse criterion matrix (approximation of the inverse criterion matrix (U,mU,m approximation) approximation) 
method was applied to the criterion matrix to compute the optimamethod was applied to the criterion matrix to compute the optimal l 
weights of observations. In the first step of the solution, optiweights of observations. In the first step of the solution, optimal mal 
baseline configuration was found out by removing the baselines obaseline configuration was found out by removing the baselines of f 
which weights were negative or near zero from the observational which weights were negative or near zero from the observational plan. plan. 
In the second step of this solution, optimal weights of the remaIn the second step of this solution, optimal weights of the remaining ining 
baselines in the observational plan were computed. In the last sbaselines in the observational plan were computed. In the last step, tep, 
redundancy numbers, internal and external reliability values werredundancy numbers, internal and external reliability values were e 
calculated, so as to put forth the sensitivity of the network calculated, so as to put forth the sensitivity of the network 
configuration to model errors for consideration, in other words configuration to model errors for consideration, in other words the the 
reliability of the network was determined and new baselines werereliability of the network was determined and new baselines were
planned to the baselines of which reliability values were not foplanned to the baselines of which reliability values were not found out und out 
sufficient. As a result of the study, in designing stage to ensusufficient. As a result of the study, in designing stage to ensure the re the 
precision and reliability demands from GPS networks, applicable precision and reliability demands from GPS networks, applicable 
solutions have been suggested.solutions have been suggested.

ConclusionConclusion
In this study, SOD of a GPS network was carried out with respectIn this study, SOD of a GPS network was carried out with respect to the accuracy criteria. A criterion matrix was constituted whto the accuracy criteria. A criterion matrix was constituted which ich 
provides equal sized (homogeneity) and sphere viewed (isotropy) provides equal sized (homogeneity) and sphere viewed (isotropy) error ellipsoids of points and the radius of the relative error error ellipsoids of points and the radius of the relative error ellipsoids ellipsoids 
were computed from a function of the distances between points, nwere computed from a function of the distances between points, named chaotic (complete isotropy) Tayloramed chaotic (complete isotropy) Taylor--Karman structured criterion Karman structured criterion 
matrix. Then, matrix. Then, U,mU,m approximation method was applied to the criterion matrix to comapproximation method was applied to the criterion matrix to compute the optimal weights of observations. Optimal pute the optimal weights of observations. Optimal 
baseline configuration was found out by removing the baselines obaseline configuration was found out by removing the baselines of which weights were negative or near zero from the observationaf which weights were negative or near zero from the observational l 
plan. In the second step of this solution, optimal weights of thplan. In the second step of this solution, optimal weights of the remaining baselines in the observational plan were computed. Ie remaining baselines in the observational plan were computed. In the n the 
last step, redundancy numbers of the baseline components, limit last step, redundancy numbers of the baseline components, limit values of the undetected blunders (internal reliability) and thevalues of the undetected blunders (internal reliability) and the effect effect 
of the undetected blunders on the coordinates (external reliabilof the undetected blunders on the coordinates (external reliability) were calculated, so as to put forth the sensitivity of the ity) were calculated, so as to put forth the sensitivity of the network network 
configuration to model errors for consideration, in other words configuration to model errors for consideration, in other words the reliability of the network was determined and new baselines the reliability of the network was determined and new baselines were were 
planned to the baselines of which reliability values were not foplanned to the baselines of which reliability values were not found out sufficient. So that capability of the network geometry iund out sufficient. So that capability of the network geometry in detecting n detecting 
model errors and outliers was increased. Finally, model errors and outliers was increased. Finally, U,mU,m approximation method was applied to the criterion matrix again approximation method was applied to the criterion matrix again with the design with the design 
matrix of the new observational plan. The last outcomes were thematrix of the new observational plan. The last outcomes were the optimal baselines and their optimal weights. The last observatioptimal baselines and their optimal weights. The last observational onal 
plan was ensured not only the optimal weights of the baselines pplan was ensured not only the optimal weights of the baselines provided by rovided by U,mU,m approximation method of SOD but also the reliability approximation method of SOD but also the reliability 
conditions for the network.conditions for the network.

ResultsResults

ResultsResults

Geodetic networks are to satisfy certain accuracy and reliabilitGeodetic networks are to satisfy certain accuracy and reliability criteria y criteria 
as to serve the aim of network establishment. In designing stageas to serve the aim of network establishment. In designing stage of a of a 
GPS network postulated accuracy and reliability criteria can be GPS network postulated accuracy and reliability criteria can be 
formulated and applied by certain optimization procedures. The mformulated and applied by certain optimization procedures. The main ain 
optimization purpose of geodetic networks is to establish them woptimization purpose of geodetic networks is to establish them with ith 
high reliability, good accuracy and low cost. To fulfill the demhigh reliability, good accuracy and low cost. To fulfill the demands of ands of 
homogeneity and isotropy conditions in all directions for a netwhomogeneity and isotropy conditions in all directions for a network with ork with 
respect to accuracy, second order design (SOD), which is definedrespect to accuracy, second order design (SOD), which is defined as as 
the problem of finding the observational weight matrix from the the problem of finding the observational weight matrix from the 
configuration of the network, is applicable. The SOD Problem hasconfiguration of the network, is applicable. The SOD Problem has
become rather popular in geodesy after its initial treatment by become rather popular in geodesy after its initial treatment by 
GrafarendGrafarend in 1974. Since then many new algorithms have been in 1974. Since then many new algorithms have been 
developed with simulated example and real application, where thedeveloped with simulated example and real application, where the
criterion matrices with Taylorcriterion matrices with Taylor--KarmanKarman--structured are used in SOD for structured are used in SOD for 
terrestrial geodetic networks in terms of achieving maximum accuterrestrial geodetic networks in terms of achieving maximum accuracy racy 
and minimum cost. Generally, three basic kinds of approximation and minimum cost. Generally, three basic kinds of approximation 
methods are used in the SOD procedure. These are the direct methods are used in the SOD procedure. These are the direct 
approximation of the criterion matrix (directapproximation of the criterion matrix (direct--HR), iterative HR), iterative 
approximation of the criterion matrix (iterativeapproximation of the criterion matrix (iterative--HR) and direct HR) and direct 
approximation of the inverse criterion matrix (approximation of the inverse criterion matrix (U,mU,m). Analytical methods ). Analytical methods 
used to realize optimization that serves to approach the criteriused to realize optimization that serves to approach the criterion on 
matrix are: sequential least squares, linear and nonmatrix are: sequential least squares, linear and non--linear linear 
programming. programming. 

In order to increase the capability of detecting model errors anIn order to increase the capability of detecting model errors and d 
outliers in a geodetic network, it has to be optimized. outliers in a geodetic network, it has to be optimized. BaardaBaarda in 1968 in 1968 
distinguishes distinguishes ““internal reliabilityinternal reliability”” and and ““external reliabilityexternal reliability””. While . While 
internal reliability of a control network measures the marginal internal reliability of a control network measures the marginal 
undetectable error in the measurements, external reliability meaundetectable error in the measurements, external reliability measures sures 
the effect of an undetectable gross error on the network coordinthe effect of an undetectable gross error on the network coordinates ates 
and on quantities computed from them.and on quantities computed from them.

♦♦ Reliability Optimization of Geodetic GPS NetworksReliability Optimization of Geodetic GPS Networks

MethodMethod

♦♦ U,mU,m approximation method of Second Order Designapproximation method of Second Order Design

The The TaylorTaylor--Karman (TK) structured criterion matrixKarman (TK) structured criterion matrix
where where dd, is the semi axes of point error ellipsoids, , is the semi axes of point error ellipsoids, cc is an is an 
arbitrary constant that provides all the values to be positivearbitrary constant that provides all the values to be positive
and Sij is the vector length between two arbitrary points.

The basic equation for the approximation method where A is the design matrix, P is the unknown weight matrix of 
observations, Qxx is the datum dependent criterion matrix.

Matrix equation above is converted to a set of linear equations where is the notation of the Khatri-Rao
product, q is the vectorised criterion matrix, p is a vector composed of the diagonal elements of P.

By adding inconsistency parameters (d) to the linear equation system given above,

and applying least squares method providing the condition,

unknown weights of baseline vector components

The reliability of a network is considered high when the network can identify even small gross errors. 
Gross errors in the measurements affect the adjustment parameters; therefore, the reliability of the 
network is useful as a design criterion. 

Certain scalar reliability objective functions which are to ensure the limit of the critical values

In the equations above, Qvv is the cofactor matrix of the residuals, P is the weight matrix of the 
observations, m0 is the standard deviation of unit weight and w0 is the lower bound for non-centrality 
parameter in dependency of the significance level (α0) and the required minimum power of the test 
(1-β0).

A geodetic GPS network can be optimized depending on the reliability objective functions from table 
above as the following steps:

-The global relative redundancy number (r0) of the network is and individual redundancy numbers of 
the baselines are (rj) calculated from the first observation plan.

-If some of the individual redundancy numbers are lower than the global relative redundancy it is 
decided that the concerned baselines cannot be checked adequately by the other baselines. For 
that reason, new baselines are planned perpendicular to the relevant baselines.

-Internal reliability criteria (∆0j) and external reliability criteria (δ0j) are calculated for the network.

-The baselines of which internal reliability values are above the critical values (6mj) are decided that 
they cannot be checked adequately by the other baselines. For that reason, new baselines are 
planned perpendicular to the relevant baselines.

-When the cost of the network is taken into consideration, the baselines of which redundancy 
numbers are rj>>r0 would be removed from the network.

- The improved session plan is reviewed lastly if it ensures the selected objective function. Then the 
design is applied to the field.

♦♦ Accuracy Optimization of GPS NetworksAccuracy Optimization of GPS Networks

♦♦ Reliability Optimization of GPS NetworksReliability Optimization of GPS Networks

Effective and postulated, point and relative error ellipsoids ofEffective and postulated, point and relative error ellipsoids of final (fourth) observational plan final (fourth) observational plan 
derived from derived from U,mU,m approximation methodapproximation method

Approximation quality values of Approximation quality values of U,mU,m approximation method for each iterationapproximation method for each iteration

The baselines of which reliabilities are insufficient and the added 
baselines to the observational plan

Internal and external reliability values of the designed GPS network

,are produced. 


